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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

LEW HILLER, Individually and
of All Others Similarly Situated,

on

Behalf;

I.,14
Q

Plaintiff,:

ACTION

COMPLAINT FOR VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS

v.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

NQ MOBILE INC., HENRY YU LIN,
OMAR SHARE KHAN, ZEMIN XU,:

SUHAI JI, VINCENT WENYONG SHI,
JAMES DING, JUN ZHANG, WEIGUO:
ZHAO, YING HAN, XU ZHOU, PIPER:..
i.
JAFFRAY & CO., OPPENHEIMER & CO.:
INC., and CANACCORD GENUITY INC.,:
.5 0

G I

05

OC;„...,,e1-11, 3.

1"1,
I

Defendants.:
Plaintiff Lew Hiller

("Plaintiff"), individually and on behalf of MI-Other persons similarly

situated, by his undersigned attorneys, for his complaint against defendants, alleges the following
based upon

personal knowledge

as

to himself and his

all other matters, based upon, inter alia, the

attorneys, which included, among other things,
conference calls and announcements made

Commission

acts, and information and belief as to

investigation conducted by and through
a

review of the defendants'

by defendants, United

his

public documents,

States Securities and

Exchange

("SEC") filings, wire and press releases published by and regarding NQ Mobile Inc.

("NQ Mobile"
information

own

or

the

readily

"Company"), analysts' reports

obtainable

the Internet.

on

support will exist for the allegations

and advisories about the

Company,

Plaintiff believes that substantial

set forth herein after

a

reasonable

and

evidentiary

opportunity for discovery.

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1.

This is

a

federal securities class action

persons other than defendants who

on

behalf of

a

class consisting of all

purchased or otherwise acquired American Depository Shares
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("ADSs")
"Class

misleading Registration

public offering ("IPO"), seeking

and

to

Mobile ADSs pursuant

damages

caused

traceable to

(the

NQ Mobile's

May 4, 2011 initial

defendants' violations of the

by

of the Securities

10(b) and 20(a)

("1933 Act"), and
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11; 12(a)(2); and 15 of the Securities Act

federal securities laws and to pursue remedies under
of 1933

or

in connection with its

Prospectus

recover

Page

October 23, 2013, both dates inclusive

May 4, 2011 and

of NQ Mobile between

Period"), and/or who acquired NQ

false and
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Exchange

Act of 1934

(the

"Exchange Act") and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder against the Company and certain of its
executives and/or directors.

NQ Mobile provides mobile

2.

productivity.

The

Internet services

Company's cloud-client computing platform

knowledge repository and client-side applications

privacy protection,
On

3.

the

Registration

focusing

data

backup

to

provide

on

security, privacy and

combines its mobile

mobile

security

anti-malware, anti-spam,

and restore and other services for mobile devices.

May 6, 2011, NQ Mobile

filed its

Statement that became effective

Prospectus

on

for the IPO, which forms part of

November 5, 2011.

Pursuant to the

IPO,

7,750, 000 ADSs of NQ Mobile were sold at a price of 11.50 per ADS, raising approximately $79
million in net

proceeds

NQ Mobile used the

marketing

for the

net

Company after underwriting discounts, commissions, and fees.

proceeds

efforts and invest in

expand

its sales and

infrastructure and research and

development

from the IPO, among other

technology,

things,

to

activities.
4.
statements

Throughout

the Class

Period, Defendants made materially false and misleading

regarding the Company's business, operational

Defendants made false and/or

Company overstated its

misleading

revenue

and

compliance policies. Specifically,
(i)

the

times; (ii)

the

statements and/or failed to disclose that:

its

by inflating

2

user

base

by

at least ten
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Company's largest
model

was

customer

not innovative in

companies have offered the
for sale to consumers;

the

(v)

pay in

as

as

generating

mobile

the

user

SaaS business

services

productivity

(iv) the Company's Antivirus

7.0

was

user

other

as

unsafe

acquisition

base; (vi) the Company's cash balances and investments
from the IPO

Company's acquisitions

above, the Company's financial

and

did not have established diversified

eventually reported

cash that is

security

services for free;

Company
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itself; (iii) the Company's Freemium

NQ Mobile proceeds

(vii)

revenue;

was

offering

same

channels to effective build its
not in its accounts

far

by
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statements

are

were

diverted to fake

were

counterparties

to

corrupt transactions for the purpose of

fictitious revenue; and

as

are

materially

false and

(viii)

as a

misleading

result of the
at all relevant

times.
On December

5.

massively overstating

10, 2012, Seeking Alpha published

industry position and its

its

a

report claiming that NQ is

"user base has been inflated

more

than

tenfold."
On this news,

6.

$5.46 per ADS
7.

on

NQ Mobile

ADSs declined $0.68 per ADS

On October

among other

approximately

to close at

24, 2013, Muddy Waters Research ("Muddy Waters") issued

things, that:

fictitious; NQ's largest
is

11%,

December 10, 2012.

asserting that NQ Mobile has greatly exaggerated its
stated,

or

1.5%

customer is
as

questioned the veracity

at least 72% of

actually itself;

opposed to

55%

as

of NQ Mobile's cash

the

true

financial

NQ's purported China security

and

Company claimed.

balance,

and SEC.

3

report

The report
revenue

is

NQ Mobile's actual market share in China

its

In

addition, the report also

reported international

financial statements filed with the State Administration for

People's Republic of China ("SAIC")

performance.

a

Industry

revenue

and its

& Commerce of the
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On this news,

8.

$12.09 per ADS

on

As

9.

NQ Mobile
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or
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47%,

to close at

October 24, 2013.

a

result of defendants'

decline in the market value of the
suffered

Document 1

significant losses

and

wrongful

acts and

omissions, and the precipitous

Company's ADSs, Plaintiff and other Class members have

damages.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

The claims asserted herein arise under and pursuant to

10.

the 1933 Act

§§78j(b)

and

§§11, 12(a)(2) and

[15 U.S.C. §§77k and 77o], and §§10(b) and 20(a) of the Exchange

78t(a)] and

Rule 10b-5

promulgated

thereunder

by

the SEC

[17

15 of

Act

[15 U.S.C.

C.F.R.

§240.10b-

5].
This Court has

11.
U.S.C.

§1331, §22 of the

12.

jurisdiction

1933 Act, and

over

§27

the

of the

Venue is proper in this District

defendants maintain

an

subject

matter of this action

pursuant

to 28

Exchange Act.
pursuant

to 28 U.S.C.

1391(b)

office in this District, and many of the acts and omissions

because

complained

of

herein occurred in substantial part in this District.
13.

In connection with the acts, conduct and other wrongs

defendants, directly

including but

or

indirectly, used the

not limited

means

alleged

in this

Complaint,

and instrumentalities of interstate commerce,

to, the United States mail, interstate

telephone

communications and the

facilities of a national securities exchange.
PARTIES
14.

Plaintiff

as

set forth in the attached

Certification, acquired NQ Mobile ADSs

at

artificially inflated prices during the Class Period and has been damaged thereby.
15.

Defendant NQ Mobile is

executives offices located

at No. 4

incorporated

building,

11

4

in the

Heping

Cayman Islands with
Li East Street,

dual

principal

Dongcheng District,
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the

Beijing, 100013,

People's Republic

75026. NQ Mobile's ADSs
ticker

On

symbol "NQ."

proposed change by

Document 1
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are

traded

Page

of China and 4514 Travis Street, Suite

the New York Stock

on

April 18, 2012,

Company's
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200, Dallas, TX

Exchange ("NYSE") under the

shareholders of Net Qin Mobile Inc.

Board of Directors to

change

the

Company's

approved
name

to

a

NQ

Mobile Inc.
Defendant

16.
relevant

Henry

Yu Lin

("Lin")

co-founded the

times, the Company's Chairman of the Board of Directors.

December 2011, Defendant Lin served

as

January 2012, Defendant Lin has served
Defendant Lin

signed

or

authorized the

was, at all

Between October 2005 and

Company's Chief Executive Officer.

the
as

Company and

the

Company's

Co-Chief Executive Officer.

of the false and

signing

Since

misleading Registration

Statement.
17,

Defendant Suhai Ji

Financial Officer.

Registration
18.

Defendant Ji

Defendant Vincent

authorized the
19.

or

authorized the

times, the Company's Chief

signing

of the false and

misleading

Wenyong Shi ("Shi") co-founded the Company, and

Company's Chief Operating

signing of the false

and

a

a

director. Defendant Shi

was, at

signed

Statement.

("Khan") has been the Company's Co-Chief

director since January 2012.

20.

Defendant Zemin Xu

21.

Defendant James

authorized the

Officer and

misleading Registration

Defendant Omar Sharif Khan

Executive Officer and

or

signed

was, at all relevant

Statement.

all relevant times, the
or

("Ji")

("Xu")

was, at all relevant

Ding ("Ding")

serves as a

times, the Company's President.

director of NQ Mobile.

signing of the false and misleading Registration

5

Statement.

Ding signed
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Defendant Jun

22,
or

authorized the

signing

Zhang ("Zhang")

Weiguo

Zhao
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serves as a

of the false and misleading

Defendant

23.
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director of NQ Mobile.

as a

Zhang signed

Statement.

Registration

("Zhao") served

Page

director of NQ Mobile.

Zhao

signed or authorized the signing of the false and misleading Registration Statement.
Defendant Xu Zhou

24.

authorized the

Defendant

25.

authorized the
26.

signing of the

serves as a

false and misleading
Han

Ying

signing of the

("Zhou")

("Han")

false and

director of NQ Mobile. Zhou

signed

or

signed

or

Registration Statement.

serves as a

director of NQ Mobile. Han

misleading Registration Statement.

The defendants referenced above in 111116

25

are

sometimes referred to herein

as

the "Individual Defendants."
27.

Defendant

Piper Jaffray

& Co.

("Piper Jaffray")

was

an

underwriter of the

Company's IPO and assisted in the preparation and dissemination of NQ Mobile's IPO materials.
28.

Company's
29.

Company's
30.

Defendant

Oppenheimer

IPO and assisted in the

("Oppenheimer")

was

preparation and dissemination of NQ

Defendant Canaccord
IPO and assisted in the

& Co.

Genuity

Inc.

("Canaccord")

was

preparation and dissemination of NQ

The defendants named in

TT

27-29 above

are

an

underwriter of the

Mobile's IPO materials.
an

underwriter of the

Mobile's IPO materials.

sometimes referred to herein

as

the

"Underwriter Defendants."
SUBSTANTIVE ALLEGATIONS

Background
31.

NQ Mobile is

a

centric mobile Internet services

comprehensive

leading software-as-a-service ("SaaS") provider

focusing

on

security and productivity.

suite of mobile Internet services that protect mobile

and enhance their productivity.
6

The

users

of

consumer-

Company provides
from

a

security threats
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Defendants' Materially False and Misleading Statements
Made In Connection with the IP and Issued During the Class Period
On

32.

Registration
and which

about May 4, 2011, NQ Mobile filed with the SEC

or

Statement

(the "Registration Statement"), which would

incorporated

Mobile ADSs, The

a

prospectus

Registration

statements made not

Form F-1/A

later be utilized for the IPO,

to be used in connection with the offer and sale of

Statement

untrue statements of material facts

a

or

misleading, and

was

negligently prepared and,

as a

NQ

result, contained

omitted to state other facts necessary to make the
was

not

prepared

in accordance with the rules and

regulations governing its preparation.
The

33.

Registration

Zhou, Shi and Han.

Statement

Defendants

was

signed by Defendants Lin, Ji, Ding, Zhang, Zhao,

Piper Jaffray, Oppenheimer

and Canaccord served

as

the

underwriters of the IPO.
On

34.

or

about

May 6, 2011, NQ Mobile filed the

final version of the

public offering

prospectus for the IPO, which forms part of the Registration Statement that became effective

on

Prospectus solicited investors for

an

May 5,

2011

(collectively, the "Offering Documents").

IPO of 7,750, 000 ADSs,
of $11.50 per
to the

representing 38, 750, 000

The

Class A NQ Mobile Common Shares at

price

ADS, for proceeds, before underwriting discounts and commissions and expenses,

Company of approximately $89 million.

35.

a

The

Offering Documents represented the following in relevant part:

Since our inception, we have focused on building a large and engaged user base.
Our cumulative registered user accounts as of December 31, 2008, 2009 and 2010
and as of March 31, 2011 were 15.18 million, 35.63 million, 71.69 million and
85.97 million, respectively. Our average monthly active user accounts for the
three months ended December 31, 2008, 2009 and 2010 and March 31, 2011,
were 5.46 million, 11.96 million, 25.44 million and 30.26 million, respectively,
and our average monthly paying user accounts for the three months ended
December 31, 2008, 2009 and 2010 and March 31, 2011, were 1.03 million, 1.14
million, 3.24 million and 3.67 million, respectively. Substantially all of our users

7
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are

smartphone

users,
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believe

have

Page

attractive
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demographic

characteristics.
We generate revenues primarily through the sale of user subscriptions to our
premium mobile Internet services. We have grown significantly since we
commenced our operations. Our total net revenues increased from $4.0 million in
2008 to $5.3 million in 2009 and to $17.7 million in 2010, representing a
compound annual growth rate, or CAGR, of 111.4%. We incurred a net loss of
$3.6 million in 2008, $5.2 million in 2009, and $9.8 million in 2010. Our net loss
amounts reflect the impact of non-cash share-based compensation expenses of
$1.2 million in 2008, $1.2 million in 2009, and $12.6 million in 2010.

Our

Competitive Strengths

We believe the following strengths enable us to proactively identify the trends of
the mobile industry and develop innovative services to address user needs, thus
making us a pioneer of the fast-growing mobile security and productivity services

industry:
leading position in the mobile security
large and fast-growing global user base;

and

productivity

services market with

a

diverse and flexible cloud-client based services portfolio with an imovative
Freemium SaaS business model;
proprietary technology and strong research and development capabilities;
diversified user acquisition and payment channels based on strong relationships
with key players in the mobile ecosystem;
sophisticated and proprietary business and operation support systems; and
visionary and experienced management team with proven track record.

Revenue Recognition
We recognize revenue when persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists,
delivery has occuned and/or service has been performed, the price is fixed or
determinable and collection is reasonably assured. Revenue is recorded net of

business tax and related

surcharges.

presented in the consolidated statements of operations
from premium mobile Internet services and other services.

Revenues

include

revenues

Premium Mobile Internet Services

Premium mobile Internet services revenues are derived principally from providing
premium security and productivity services to end users. The basic functions of
mobile security and productivity services, including anti-virus, anti-malware, antispam, privacy protection, data backup and recovery are free of charge. The
software providing the basic service is offered to end users through preinstallation

8
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mobile handsets or free downloads from mobile Internet websites or our
website. Customers are charged for updating the anti-virus database on a pay-peruse basis or for subscribing to the premium security and productivity services
including continuous update of anti-virus basis, continuous update of the
semantics of anti-spam, and advanced privacy protection on a monthly, threemonth, six-month, or twelve-month basis. We recognize revenue for premium
services considered to be software-related (e.g., mobile security services) in
accordance with industry specific accounting guidance for software and software
related transactions. For premium services where the customer does not take
possession of a fully functioning software (e.g., mobile productivity services), we
recognize revenue pursuant to ASC 605, Revenue Recognition. Provided
collectability is probable, revenue is recognized over the usage period which is
the same for software-related services and services where software is incidental to
the provision of the services. Basic functions and customer support are provided
to end users free of charge, whether they subscribe to our services or not.
Customer arrangements may include premium security and productivity services
which are multiple elements. Revenue on arrangements that include multiple
elements is allocated to each element based on the relative fair value of each
element. Fair value is generally determined by vendor specific objective evidence
("VSOE"). For all the periods presented, the usage period for the elements in
arrangements that include multiple elements is the same. No allocation was
performed as there is no impact from the allocation on revenue recognized.
on

Revenue for pay-per-use services is recognized on a per use basis when the
update is made. Revenue for the subscription services is recognized on a straight-

line basis over the estimated service
criteria have been met.

period provided

all

revenue

recognition

include wireless carriers, mobile payment service
providers, prepaid cards, and third-party payment processors. These three
payment channels are used in both China and overseas markets.
The payment channels

Wireless Carriers and Mobile Payment Service Providers
We contract with mobile

payment service providers, which in

turn contract with

wireless carriers,
provide the mobile Internet services to end users. In China,
mobile payment service providers have the exclusive licenses to contract with
wireless carriers in offering mobile Internet services to the customers and they are
only responsible for billing and collection from wireless carriers as
intermediaries. We, via mobile payment service providers, cooperate with
wireless carriers to provide mobile Internet services to the customers and wireless
carriers' role primarily includes billing and collection services. Under certain
circumstances, we also act as a mobile payment service provider ourselves and
contract directly with wireless carriers. Fees paid for premium service are charged
to the customers' telephone bills and shared with mobile payment service
provider and us, after the wireless carriers' deduction of their own service charges
to

9
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party's share of total billings is fixed pursuant to the co--operative
arrangements between mobile payment service provider and us.

Each

and report our premium mobile Internet services revenues on a
gross basis, based on our and mobile payment service providers' portions of the
gross billing to customers under these co-operative arrangements, as we have the
primary responsibility for accepting the contract and fulfilling obligations under
the premium mobile Internet services, we determine the price and product
specifications, and we have full discretion in selecting mobile payment service
providers; and thus we are considered to be the principal in the transaction. The
amounts attributed to mobile payment service providers' share are recognized as
We

recognize

costs of revenues.

We recognize our revenues net of the amounts retained by the wireless carriers.
We do not enter into the arrangements directly with the wireless carriers except
when we act as a mobile payment service provider ourselves. Wireless carriers
determine the percentage they charge for premium mobile Internet services, and
from the customer's perspective, we believe the service is viewed as provided
jointly by wireless carriers and us. Accordingly, in these cases, we believe we and
the wireless carriers do not act as each other's agents. Therefore, the revenues
recognized are net of the amounts retained by the wireless carriers.

mobile Internet services revenues, we rely on wireless
carriers and mobile payment service provider to provide us with the billing
confirmations for the amount of services they have billed to their mobile
customers. At the end of each reporting period, when the wireless carriers or
mobile payment service providers have not provided us the monthly billing
confirmations, we use information generated from its internal system as well as
the historical data to estimate the amount of collectable premium mobile Internet
services fees and to recognize revenue. Historically, there have been no
significant adjustments to the revenue estimates,

To

recognize premium

Prepaid Cards
through independent distributors. Those
will sell the prepaid cards directly to the end customers.
Customers can then use the prepaid cards to subscribe to the premium services.
Once the customers activate the premium service using the prepaid card, we start
to recognize its revenues on a straight-line basis over the estimated service period.
As we do not have control of, and generally does not know, the ultimate selling
price of the prepaid cards sold by the distributors, net proceeds from the

prepaid cards
independent distributors
We sell

distributors

are

to customers

used to record

our revenues.

10
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Payments

The customer can subscribe to our premium services directly through our website,
with billing and payment being handled by third-party payment processors. Under
these circumstances, we have the primary responsibility for accepting and
fulfilling our obligations, and therefore recognize the revenue on a gross basis.
The service fees charged by third-party payment processors are recognized as
costs of revenue.

Other Services
from fees paid by third party business
partners for referring customers to them and providing technology development
service. We recognize referral revenue on a gross basis when the referral occurs
and the technology development revenue when the performance is completed.
Other

revenues are

On June 1,

36.

derived

principally

2011, the Company issued a press release announcing financial results

for the quarter ended March 31, 2011.

million,

or

and net

revenue

of $2.4 million for the
37.

On

same

Specifically,

of $7.6 million

as

August 3, 2011,

revenue

net

Company issued

the

On November

Specifically,

same

income of $4.3 million and net

revenue

39.

$380, 000

as

press release

a

the

and net

announcing

Company reported

to net income of

compared

2, 2011, the Company issued

September 30,

revenue

net income of

$1.7

revenue

financial

net income of

$99, 000 and

net

period a year ago.

results for the quarter ended

and net

net loss of

compared to

of $8.9 million

revenue

of $3.6 million for the

38.

Company reported

period a year ago.

results for the quarter ended June 30, 2011.

$1.1 million and

the

of $5.4 million for the

2011.

On March 5, 2012, the

press release

Specifically,

of $11.3 million

same

a

as

period a year

Company issued

the

compared to

announcing financial

Company reported
net income of

net

$978, 000

ago.
a

press release

announcing

financial

results for the quarter and year ended December 31, 2011. For the fourth quarter, the Company

reported

net income of

$3.2 million,

or

$0.07 diluted

11

net income per ADS and net revenue of
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$12.8 million
and net

compared

as

of $6.3 million for the

revenue

reported

net income of

$40.7 million

as

to net loss of

$10.3 million,

compared to net loss

net revenue of $17.7 million for the

December 31, 2011
reiterated the
In

of $9.8 million,

same

Form 20-F contained

in the Form 20-F
over

period

a

$0.21 diluted

($1.65)

diluted net income per ADS
For the year, the

year ago.

net income per ADS and net

or

Company
revenue

($1.72) diluted net income per ADS

of

and

period a year ago.

Form 20-F with the

("SOX") by Defendants Lin,

control

same

or

12 of 35

SEC, which

was

year ended

signed by Defendant Lin,

and

Company's previously announced quarterly financial results and financial position.

addition, the

2002

on a

$10.5 million,

Page

2012, the Company filed its annual report for the

On March 30,

40.

or

Filed 10/30/13

was

financial

41.

signed certifications pursuant to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act

Khan and

Ji, stating that the financial information contained

accurate and disclosed any material

changes

to the

Company's internal

reporting.

The Form 20-F

represented the following in relevant part:

Since our inception, we have focused on building a large and engaged user base.
Our cumulative registered user accounts as of December 31, 2009, 2010 and 2011
were 35.6 million, 71.7 million and 146.7 million, respectively. Our average
monthly active user account for the three months ended December 31, 2009 and
2010 and 2011 were 12.0 million, 25.4 million and 52.3 million, respectively, and
our average monthly paying user accounts for the three months ended December
31, 2009, 2010 and 2011 were 1.1 million, 3.2 million an5.6 million, respectively.
Substantially all of our users are smartphone users, which we believe have
attractive demographic characteristics.
We generate

revenues

primarily through

the sale of

subscriptions to
significantly since

user

our

we
mobile Internet services. We have grown
commenced our operations. Our total net revenues increased from $5.3 million in
2009 to $17.7 million in 2010 and to $40.7 million in 2011, representing a
compound annual growth rate, or CAGR, of 178.0%. We incurred a net loss of
$5.2 million in 2009 and $9.8 million in 2010, and achieved a net income of $10.3
million in 2011. Our net loss/income amounts reflect the impact of non-cash share

premium

based

compensation expenses

of

of $1.2 million in

$10.7 million in 2011.

12

2009, $12.6 million in 2010, and
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diverse and flexible services portfolio, we believe that we are a pioneer in
adopting the innovative Freemium SaaS business model to offer mobile security
and productivity services. We provide a wide range of free services to address
fundamental user needs, such as malware scanning, Internet firewall, performance
optimization, back-up, restore and anti-spamming, in order to build a large user
base while increasing user loyalty. We also provide a selection of premium
services to generate revenues from our large user base. These services such as
virus library updates, account safety, anti-theft, and communication privacy
protection are bundled with our free offerings for users who elect to pay for
additional protection and enhanced productivity. Moreover, we deliver our service
offerings over mobile Internet as a subscription service on demand using the
software-as-a-service model. We offer flexible ala carte service subscription
options available in monthly, three-month, six month or twelve-month packages.
We believe our Freemium SaaS business model has contributed significantly to
our success to date by providing users with on-demand personalized selection of
products and services portfolio.

With

a

established diversified user acquisition channels through strong
relationships with key players in the mobile ecosystem. In addition to viral
marketing, we acquire users through both pre-installation and online channels. We
build a significant portion of our user base by forming strong relationship with
major global handset manufacturers and their distribution channels. We also
cooperate with various online advertising networks, Internet portals and mobile
We have

application stores to acquire users.
On

42.

May 7, 2012, the Company issued

for the quarter ended March

million,

or

$0.04 diluted

a

press release

31, 2012. Specifically, the Company reported

net income per ADS and net revenue of $16 million

income of $1.7 million, $0.01 diluted net income per ADS and net
the

same

announcing financial results

revenue

net income of

as

$2.1

compared to

net

of $7.6 million for

period a year ago.

43.

On

August 8, 2012, the Company issued

results for the quarter ended June 30, 2012.

$2.1 million,

or

$0.04 diluted

Specifically,

a

press release

the

Company reported

net income per ADS and net revenue of

13

announcing

financial

net income of

$20 million

as

compared
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same
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$1.1 million, $0.01 diluted net income per ADS and net

On November 12,

$0.01 diluted

income of

$348, 000,

compared

to net income of

or

$11.3 million for the

2012, the Company issued

September 30,

results for the quarter ended

2012.

a

Specifically,

$4.3 million, $0.09 diluted

overstated its

by

innovative in

(v)

the

its

user

revenue

far

1111

32-44 above

Mobile

user

base

by

at least ten

services for free;

(iv)

the

Company's Antivirus

established diversified

not have

proceeds from the IPO

financial statements

as

are

were

diverted to fake

of

user

7.0

false and/or

that
the

(i)

the

Company

Company's largest

SaaS business model
as

was

other

not

was

companies have

offered

unsafe for sale to consumers;

acquisition channels to
are

effective build

not in its accounts

NQ

as

counterparties to pay in as revenue; (vii)

the

corrupt transactions for the purpose of generating cash that is

fictitious revenue; and

were

revenue

as

following adverse facts, which

base; (vi) the Company's cash balances and investments

eventually reported

net

of $25.8 million

materially

times; (ii)

itself; (iii) the Company's Freemium

Company's acquisitions

revenue

were

the

offering mobile security and productivity services

Company did

Company reported

recklessly disregarded by them, including

or

by inflating its

was

the

announcing financial

period a year ago.

same

known to defendants

same

of $8.9 million

net income per ADS and net

misleading because they misrepresented and failed to disclose

the

revenue

press release

net income per ADS and net

The statements referenced in

45.

customer
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period a year ago.

44.

were

Page

(viii)

as a

result of the

above, the Company's

materially false and misleading at all relevant times.
The Truth Slowly Emerges

46.

On December

massively overstating

its

10, 2012, Seeking Alpha published

industry position

a

report claiming that NQ is

and its "user base has been inflated

14

more

than
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Specifically, the report claimed the following in relevant part:

NQ Mobile claims itself to be the dominant mobile security provider in China and
its cumulative registered user accounts and average monthly active user accounts
in China as of September 30, 2012 were 141.9 million and 49.7 million,
respectively. These numbers, however, are too high to believe.
The secret of NQ's market share in China

NQ said in its June Investor Presentation that its market share in China was 63%
by March 2012. But it is very awkward that NQ didn't disclose and update its
market share in the latest Investor Presentation as it usually did. Why? Clearly,
that is something the company is trying to hide.
The truth is cruel. NQ's industry position is massively overstated. Its user base has
been inflated more than tenfold, while the reality has deteriorated badly in
recently months.

According to iiMedia Research 2012Q2 China Mobile Security Market
report (Figure 1), Qihoo's (QIHU) 360 Mobile Safe has the dominant market
share of 63%. NQ is ranked behind Tencent's (TCEHY.PK) QQ Mobile Manager
with a meager market share of 5.4%, falling from 11.4% last quarter. iiMedia
Research estimated China mobile security users reached 162 million in Q2, up
27% sequentially. Through the same period (Q212), iiMedia reported NQ's user
base contracted 40% from 15 million to 9 million, which is even lower than the
number of newly-added users (17 million) NQ claimed.
Figure

1

Mobile, Security Products

201201

201202

360 Mobile Safe,

54.60%

63,00%

22..90%

13.20%

11,40%

540%

230%

3,00%

Tencent Mobile

Manager

NQ Mobile Security

Kingsoft

NQ

user

Mobiie Safe

acquisition channels

in China suck

In its 2011 Annual Report, NQ said a significant percentage of users come from
its PC and mobile sites. The Company doesn't disclose products download on its

Fortunately, it uses Sina (SINA) Digital website as an alternative
leverage to assess the real number. According to Sina, NQ Mobile
Security for Android has only 8 counts this month and 1055 counts in total, while
NQ Mobile Security for Symbian has no more than 4400 downloads in total.
official website.
so we can
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NQ may say it has a good-looking figure on Google Play. Unfortunately, as
Google services are frequently disrupted in China, most Android smartphone
users are getting their apps elsewhere, and Google Play only serves as a minor
distribution channel for Chinese Android apps.
The

Company

may also

quibble

that it has

large downloads

on

local third party

app stores. But the numbers from these stores (Figure 2) seem ugly. NQ Mobile
Security on China's most popular local app stores gain little traction compared to

its competitors. On average, the number of downloads for NQ Mobile Security is
4.7% of that for 360 Mobile Safe and 5.3% of Tencent Mobile Manager. Based on
such data, the implied market share of NQ is around 3%, which is well in-line
with iResearch and iiMedia Research's estimated range (2.5%
5.4%) and way
below what the 63% the Company asserted.

Figure 2
Top China Android App Stores Riapk Market 91 Mobile Assistant Wandoujia
NQ Mobile Security

740, 000

507447

1, 740, 000

360 Mobile Safe

39, 830, 000

11, 401, 023

22, 29Q D00

25, 610, 000

23, 209471

15, 970, 000

Tencent Mobile

Manager

Average% of NQ downloaded
as

of other sec•rity products

HO Mobile Safe

4„70%

Te rbce nt Mobae Manager

5, 30%

Where

are

the users?

The vague part of NQ is its pre-installation. NQ claimed it has a wide range of
collaborations with handset manufacturers, and pre-installation is an important
user acquisition channel. Pre-installation, however, doesn't naturally translate into
active users. If NQ believes that its active user accounts number is correct, 50
million in Q3 and adding 100k per day, it must have a quite "unique" user base in
comparison with any other Chinese internet companies based on the following
facts.

are only 8, 741 registered members on NQ's official web forum (Figure4).
in
Keep mind that they have 142 million users as of Sep 2012. No new user thread
or reply is found across the entire web forum since 10/30/2012. As for the NQ
Mobile Security sub-forum, it has been deadly quiet since 9/18/2012. No new
posts, no new comments, no new interactions, nothing. It's pretty hard to imagine
an Internet company with 50 million active users has seen no user activities on its

There

web forums for almost three months.
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increasing competition in recent years as
mobile
on
users. China smartphone users now
have ample free options to choose from and still haven't got used to paying for
internet services. The "Freemium" ("Free + Premium") model that NQ runs is not
new and has been proven to fail in this market since most competitors provide the
same services as NQ does, for free. In 2008, when Qihoo started offering free
anti-virus product, major players like Rising, Kingsoft, Kaspersky vanished

China, mobile security market
intemet giants are focusing more

In

sees

rapidly.
With an unpopular business model, below average products user rating and poor
brand name, there is no wonder why NQ users fled and market share plunged
more than half from 1Q12 to 2Q12. When we're talking about its business model,
it's not just about user number cheating. A red flag is raised over its revenue from
China. If NQ's real Chinese user base is solely 9 million instead of 142 million,
we need to take a 44% haircut off its $25.8 million revenue in Q3. Moreover,
dishonest management cannot be trusted and the reliability of its revenue from the
international market shall be in doubt.
The current market consensus for NQ's 2013 EPS is $0.95, which we cannot agree
with after doing all the research above. Our target price is $3, based on our 2013
EPS estimation of $0.5 and 6x PE, implying more than 50% downside from the
current level.
On this news,

47.
per ADS

on

NQ Mobile

ADS

dropped $0.85

per ADS

or

20%,

to close at

December 10, 2012.
On March

48.

6, 2013, the Company issued

a

press release

announcing financial

results for the quarter and year ended December 31, 2012. For the fourth quarter, the

reported net income
million,
the

as

same

of 5.2

compared

period

$0.18 diluted

a

million,

or

$0.09 diluted net income per ADS, and

to net income of

year ago.

$3.2 million, $0.07 and

For the year, the

net income per ADS and net

$10.3 million,
same

$3.42

or

$0.21 diluted

revenue

of $92

million,

net income per ADS and net

period a year ago.
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net revenue of

net revenue of

Company reported

$30

$12.8 million for
$10 million,

or

compared to net income

of

net income of
as

Company

revenue

of $40.7 million for the
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April 19, 2013,

December 31, 2012

reiterated the
In

Page

Form 20-F with the

SEC, which

Form 20-F contained

signed

50.

The Form 20-F

Lin, and

and financial

position.

certifications pursuant to SOX

stating that the financial information contained in the

disclosed any material changes to the

Defendant

signed by

was

Company's internal

control
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for the year ended

Company filed its annual report

Company's previously announced quarterly financial results

addition, the

Khan and Ji,

on a

the

Filed 10/30/13

by Defendants Lin,

Form 20-F

over

financial

was

accurate and

reporting.

represented the following in relevant part:

Since our inception, we have focused on building a large and engaged user base.
Our registered user accounts as of December 31, 2010, 2011 and 2012 were 71.7
million, 146.7 million and 283.4 million, respectively, not including the 67.4
million registered user accounts from Beijing Feiliu as of December 31, 2012.
Our average monthly active user accounts for the three months ended December
31, 2010, 2011 and 2012 were 25.4 million, 52.3 million and 97.7 million,
respectively, not including the 12.5 million active user accounts from Beijing
Feiliu for the three months ended December 31, 2012. Our average monthly
paying user accounts for the three months ended December 31, 2010, 2011 and
2012 were 3.2 million, 5.6 million and 8.9 million, respectively.

primarily through the sale of user subscriptions to our
premium consumer mobile security services, mobile games and advertising, and
the provision of enterprise mobility services. Our total net revenues increased
We generate

revenues

from US$17.7 million in 2010 to US$40.7 million in 2011 and to US$91.8
million in 2012. We incurred a net loss attributable to NQ Mobile Inc. of US$9.8
million in 2010 and achieved net income attributable to NQ Mobile Inc. of
US$10.3 million and US$9.4 million in 2011 and 2012, respectively.

recognize revenue when persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists,
delivery has occurred and/or service has been performed, the price is fixed or
determinable and collection is reasonably assured. Revenue is recorded net of
business tax and related surcharges.
We

51.

On

May 15, 2013,

the

Company issued

results for the quarter ended March 31, 2013.

$3.2 million,

or

$0.05 diluted

a

Specifically,

press release

the

announcing financial

Company reported net

net income per ADS and net revenue of
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net income per ADS and net

revenue

of

period a year ago.

August 12, 2013,

the

Company issued

results for the quarter ended June 30, 2013.

$2.4 million,

Filed 10/30/13

$0.03 diluted

to net income of

Specifically,

a

press release

the

announcing financial

Company reported

net income per ADS and net revenue of

$2.1 million and

net

revenue

net income of

$41.4 million,

of $20 million for the

same

as

period

a

year ago.

53.

On October

24, 2013, Muddy Waters published

Mobile "a massive fraud." The report concluded the

an

analyst report calling NQ

following:

NQ is a massive fraud. We believe it is a "Zero". At least 72% of NQ's purported
China security revenue is fictitious. NQ's largest customer by far is really NQ. Its
real business with carriers and SPs is a fraction of what NQ purports. NQ's online
payment portal does not work it is cosmetic only, designed to make investors
think that NQ is a real company. NQ's prepaid card channel is a bad joke. We
estimate that NQ's real market share in China is about 1.5%, versus the
approximately 55% it purports. We estimate that NQ's paying China user base is
less than 250,000, versus the approximately six million it purports. This fraud and
the undisclosed related party transactions amount to securities fraud. We have
already provided the SEC with information concerning NQ.

NQ's Antivirus 7.0 is unsafe for sale to consumers, and we consider it to be
spyware. We engaged a group of top-tier specialized software engineers to dive
deeply into the application's code. The engineers found that the application
creates serious vulnerabilities, making users' phones prone to data compromise
and cyber attack by hackers or the Chinese government. In other words, users

phones are much more susceptible to compromise or attack with AV 7.0 than with
nothing at all. NQ's applications send far more data than necessary to its server in
China. This data includes information on all URLs a user visits and location
information (among other sensitive items). The uploaded data is not sent securely
(let alone in accordance with industry standards), despite passing through the
Chinese government's firewall, which is believed to view and store all passing
data. NQ sends this data to a third party analytics firm in China. Downloads are
even less secure. The application does not require signature, making the phone
highly vulnerable to third parties uploading malware. Our engineers successfully
staged such an attack. After their analysis, the engineers speculated that these
vulnerabilities could be deliberate because the techniques vary so widely from

industry standards.
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NQ's purported international revenue is even more questionable than its PRC
revenue. A leading Android analytics provider estimates that NQ's global annual
app revenue is well under $1.0 million. NQ generates de minimis revenue in the
United States. The agreements NQ has announced with various US partners seem
to have resulted in attachment rates of only 2% to 3%. NQ's purported days sales
outstanding ("DSO") from are 198 days— much of which supposedly comes
international revenue. Even in the most emerging of markets, NQ should be
getting paid in 30 to 45 days. NQ's involvement with Telefónica is massively
exaggerated. It is one of 3, 000 developers on Telefonica's Blue Via platform. No
developer has ever been expelled from the platform.
NQ's future is as bleak as its past. Its expansion into gaming and advertising is
merely an attempt to prolong the fraud. NQ's lies about its security app market
share have worn very thin, and the Company is trying to hide the ball by
switching emphases. Co-CEO Omar Khan offers the clearest explanation of why
NQ's expansion will fail. If NQ were really a "platform" that had the lowest user
acquisition costs in the world, as Mr. Khan claims, then there could be a strategic
basis for the expansion. In reality, NQ's acquisition costs are closer to being the
highest in the world, and it should not be called a "platform" with a straight face.
This is merely a way to claim to be in a business in which NQ hopes its fraud will
be less obvious.

exception, NQ's real management (i.e., those perpetrating the fraud) are
sloppy to the point of being comical fraudsters. They broke with flying
colors the cardinal China fraud rule of not getting into trouble in China. NQ was
caught red handed by China's largest television news organization, CCTV,
installing malware on phones in order to sell them the cure. In addition to that
incident, and the subsequent lies NQ tells about it, are illustrative of the type of
people behind NQ. In addition to being greedy and willing to engage in illegal
behavior, they are clearly undisciplined. That lack of discipline and desperation
for real revenue leads them to do bizarre things, such as developing a knockoff
Segway (we call it the "Family Guardian Emergency Response Vehicle"); selling
anonymous phone cards in China to phone spammers (again, making the cure and
the disease); trying to sell a "NQ for Men" app that enables philandering;
engaging in black hat SEO by likely infringing trademarks of companies such as
Samsung, Vodafone, and Apple; fabricating virus discovery announcements; and,
claiming to have paid an outrageous amount ($1.55 million) for its domain.

With

one

made to further its fraud is putting in place the
veneer of US management
particularly "Co-CEO" Omar Khan. Were Mr. Khan
not
do
think that investors would have been so willing to
we
for
not fronting
NQ,
overlook so many red flags. It is unclear what Mr. Khan does and does not know;
however, he is not a member of the boards or management of any of NQ's China
entities. It is clear that his stock package is worth close to $100 million, which is
likely far more than he would have earned as a non-C level manager at Citigroup.

The

one

intelligent

move

NQ
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The auditor failed to ensure that
correct. It classified all cash as a
disclosures about
Level 2 asset, which we have never seen before. The auditor failed to ensure that
share-based compensation is recorded at the correct entity. It permitted NQ to
reclassify significant costs from Cost of Sales to R&D, substantially boosting
NQ's gross margin. The auditor failed to notice that receivables from NQ's
largest purported trade debtor, Yidatong, are aged well beyond what the contract
permits. Having noticed this might have clued in the auditor that Yidatong is

NQ's auditor has clearly done

sloppy job.
cash balances by entity are
a

really NQ.
NQ's acquisitions are highly likely to be corrupt. Analysis of SAIC files of certain
of NQ's acquisitions shows inconsequential businesses with very little

capitalization. In some cases, we see shareholders of these purported technology
companies who appear to be highly unlikely villagers from remote parts of
China who do not even have high school education. In some cases, the companies
were operating at ghost addresses at the time NQ acquired them. "Ghost
addresses" are a major theme in our due diligence on NQ. A ghost address is not
only one where the subject company cannot be found, it is one where no business
can physically be found
usually because the address does not exist.
are highly likely to not exist. Certain purported movements of
IPO funds to one of NQ's onshore entities almost certainly could not have, and
therefore did not, occur. The classification of all of NQ's cash and equivalents as
Level 2 assets (meaning assets that are somewhat difficult to value) raises massive
red flags about what evidence of cash balances NQ has given its auditor.

NQ's cash balances

On this news,

54.

$12.09 per ADS

on

October

NQ

24,

Mobile ADSs declined $10.79 per ADS

or

47%,

to close at

2013.

PLAINTIFF'S CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

Plaintiff

55.

Procedure

23(a) and (b)(3)

NQ Mobile
and

brings

ADSs

during

on

this action

as a

behalf of a class

class action pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil

consisting

the Class Period and/or pursuant

misleading Registration Statement for its IPO,

Excluded from the Class

are

and who

or

or

entities who

traceable to the

were

acquired

Company's

false

damaged thereby (the "Class").

Defendants, the officers and directors of NQ Mobile, members of

the Individual Defendants' immediate families and their
or

of all persons

legal representatives, heirs,

successors

assigns and any entity in which Individual Defendants have or had a controlling interest.
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of all members is
on

the

NYSE. While the exact number of Class members is unknown to Plaintiff at this time and

can

the Class

impracticable. Throughout

be ascertained
not

only through appropriate discovery,

thousands of members in the
57.

Plaintiff's claims

members of the Class
federal law that is
58.

Period, NQ Mobile ADSs

are

are

similarly

59.

predominate

interests

are

hundreds, if

typical

of the claims of the members of the Class

affected

by defendants' wrongful

as

all

conduct in violation of

fairly and adequately protect

any

the interests of the members of the

experienced

in class and securities

litigation.

antagonistic to or in conflict with those of the Class.

Common
over

Plaintiff believes that there

complained of herein.

Plaintiff will

no

actively traded

proposed Class.

Class and has retained counsel competent and

Plaintiff has

were

questions

of law and fact exist

questions solely affecting

as

to all members of the Class and

individual members of the Class.

Among the

questions of law and fact cominon to the Class are:
whether the 1933 Act and/or the
acts

as

Exchange

Act

were

violated

by

defendants'

alleged herein;

whether statements made by defendants to the investing public during the
Class Period misrepresented material facts about the financial condition,

business, and prospects of NQ Mobile;
whether defendants' public statements to the investing public during the Class
Period omitted material facts necessary to make the statements made, in light
of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading
whether the defendants caused NQ Mobile to issue false and
financial statements during the Class Period;

whether defendants acted knowingly
misleading financial statements;
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or

recklessly

in

issuing

misleading
false and
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whether the prices of NQ Mobile ADSs during the Class Period were
artificially inflated because of the defendants' conduct complained of herein;
and

whether the members of the Class have sustained
the proper measure of damages.
A class action is

60.

adjudication
the

superior

of this controversy since

damages

suffered

burden of individual

by individual
litigation

to all other available methods for the fair and efficient

joinder

of all members is

Class members may be

make it

impossible

redress the wrongs done to them. There will be
a

damages and, if so, what is

no

impracticable. Furthermore,

relatively small,

as

the expense and

for members of the Class to

difficulty in the management

individually

of this action

as

class action.
61.

Plaintiff will

rely,

in part, upon the

presumption

of reliance established

by

the

fraud-on-the-market doctrine in that:

NQ Mobile ADSs met the requirements for listing, and were listed and
actively traded on the NYSE Global Select Market, a highly efficient and
automated market;
As a public
the NYSE;

issuer, NQ Mobile filed periodic public reports with the SEC and

NQ Mobile regularly communicated with public investors via established
market communication mechanisms, including through the regular
dissemination of press releases via major newswire services and through other
wide-ranging public disclosures, such as communications with the financial
press and other similar reporting services; and
NQ Mobile was followed by a number of securities analysts employed by
major brokerage firms who wrote reports that were widely distributed and

publicly available.
62.

Based

current information

information in the
a

on

the

foregoing,

the market for

NQ Mobile ADSs promptly digested

regarding NQ Mobile from all publicly available

prices

sources

and reflected such

of the ADSs, and Plaintiff and the members of the Class

presumption of reliance upon the integrity of the market.
23
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COUNT I

of the 1933 Act
(Against NQ Mobile; Defendants Lin, Ji, Shi,
Zhang, Zhao, Zhou and Han; and Underwriter Defendants)
For Violation of

Plaintiff repeats and

63.

This Count is

behalf of the

brought pursuant

fraudulent conduct and/or motive

are

allege that Defendants named in this
Count, insofar as scienter
The

66.

or

to

statements not

specifically

§11 of the

Registration

are

1933

Statement for the IPO

facts, omitted

misleading, and omitted to

responsible for the contents

for any misstatements

or

or

possessed

reasonable

Statement

were

grounds

was

inaccurate and

state material facts

reason

person who

misleading,

IPO. The other defendants named herein

were

Registration Statement.

Registration

to Plaintiff and the Class

Statement.
a

reasonable

investigation

for the belief that the statements contained in the

of the conduct

contained

required to be stated therein.

true, and/or without omissions of any material facts,

By

or

§11 claim.

ADSs, NQ Mobile is strictly liable

omissions in the

of fraud

fraudulent intent with respect to this

None of the defendants named herein made

a

on

to state other facts necessary in order to make the

and dissemination of the

As the issuer of the

70.

Act, 15 U.S.C. §§77k,

preceding allegations

not elements of a

NQ Mobile is the registrant for the

69.

if

excluded from this Count. Plaintiff does not

Count had scienter

fraudulent intent

untrue statements of material

68.

as

Paragraph 65.

This Count does not sound in fraud. All of the

67.

allegation contained above

Class, against all defendants.

65.

controlled

each and every

set forth below in

fully set forth herein, except as
64,

realleges

§11

were not

or

Registration

misleading.

alleged herein, each defendant violated, and/or

violated, §11 of the 1933 Act.
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Plaintiff acquired NQ Mobile ADSs pursuant and/or traceable to the

71.

Registration

Statement for the IPO.

Plaintiff and the Class have sustained

72.
declined

substantially subsequent to and due to defendants'
At the time of their

73.

members of the Class

were

without

alleged herein

and could not have

Less than

year has

one

elapsed

purchases

reasonably

complaint.

concerning

discovered those facts

elapsed between

based,

or

wrongful conduct

the

prior

plaintiff discovered
is

complaint

brought were offered to the public,

violations.

of the facts

from the time that

Less than three years

The value of NQ Mobile ADS has

NQ Mobile ADSs, Plaintiff and the other

of

knowledge

discovered the facts upon which this

Count is

damages.

to October

24, 2013.

reasonably could

have

to the time that Plaintiff filed this

the time that the securities upon which this

and the time Plaintiff filed this

complaint.

COUNT II
and Han; and
Underwriter Defendants for Violation of Section 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act)

(Against NQ Mobile; Lin, Ji, Shi, Zhang, Zhao, Zhou

74.

Plaintiff repeats and

fully set forth herein, except as
75.

set forth below in

above

as

if

sellers, offerors, underwriters and/or

were

This Count does not sound in fraud. All of the
are

specifically

Count, insofar as scienter

or

fraudulent intent

are

preceding allegations

of fraud

or

excluded from this Count. Plaintiff does not

that Defendants named in this Count had scienter

77.

allegation contained

NQ Mobile ADSs offering pursuant to the Prospectus.

fraudulent conduct and/or motive

allege

and every

Paragraph 76.

Defendants named in this Count

solicitors of sales of the
76.

realleges each

or

fraudulent intent with respect to this

not elements of a

§12(a)(2)

claim.

The Prospectus contained untrue statements of material facts, omitted to state

other facts necessary to make the statements made not

25

misleading,

and concealed and failed to
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by
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Defendants named in this Count included

participating in the preparation of the false and misleading Prospectus.
Defendants named in this Count owed, to the

78.

which

were

sold in the

omission to state

was no

statements contained therein not

the exercise of reasonable

Prospectus,
a

as

required

ADSs

of,

or

in

should have known of, the misstatements and omissions

set forth above.

Mobile ADSs pursuant to and traceable to the defective
in the exercise of reasonable

that

to be stated in order to make the

The Defendants named in this Count knew

Plaintiff and other members of the Class

purchased

or

otherwise

Prospectus. Plaintiff did

diligence could not have known,

acquired NQ
not

know, and

of the untruths and omissions.

Plaintiff, individually and representatively, hereby offers

80.

NQ Mobile

to ensure that such statements were true and

material fact

misleading.

care

contained in the IPO materials
79.

of

Company's IPO, the duty to make a reasonable and diligent investigation

of the statements contained in the

there

purchasers

to

tender to the

Defendants named in this Count those ADSs which Plaintiff and other Class members continue
to own,

on

behalf of all members of the Class who continue to

considerations
81.

reason

of the conduct

violated, and/or controlled

a

the Defendants named in this Count

alleged herein,

person who

violated, section 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act.

Plaintiff and members of the Class who hold

and/or traceable to the IPO have the

NQ Mobile

such ADS, in return for the

paid for those ADSs, together with interest thereon.
By

Accordingly,

own

ADSs

right to rescind

and, hereby elect

to

and

NQ Mobile ADSs purchased pursuant

recover

the consideration

paid for their

rescind and tender their NQ Mobile ADSs to the

Defendants named in this Count. Plaintiff and Class members who have sold their NQ Mobile
ADSs

are

entitled to

rescissionary damages.

26
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Less than three years

82.
is

brought

elapsed

were

sold to the

public

Filed 10/30/13

elapsed from the time that

to the time of the

from the time when Plaintiff discovered

or

upon which this Count IV is based to the time of the

filing
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ADSs upon which this Count IV

of this action.

reasonably could

Less than

one

year

have discovered the facts

filing of this action.

COUNT III

(Against
83.

For Violation of §15 of the 1933 Act
NQ Mobile; Lin, Ji, Shi, Zhang, Zhao, Zhou and Han)

realleges each and

Plaintiff repeats and

every

allegation contained above,

excluding all allegations that contain facts necessary to prove any elements not required to state
Section 15 claim,
84.

a

including without limitation, scienter.

This Count is

brought pursuant

§15

to

of the 1933 Act

against NQ Mobile,

and

Individual Defendants.
85.

This Count does not sound in fraud. All of the

fraudulent conduct and/or motive

are

specifically

as

scienter

or

of fraud

or

excluded from this Count. Plaintiff does not

allege that Defendants Lin, Ji, Shi, Zhang, Zhao, Zhou and
with respect to this Count, insofar

preceding allegations

Han had scienter

fraudulent intent

are

or

fraudulent intent

not elements of

a

§15

claim.
86.

Defendants

Lin, Ji, Shi, Zhang, Zhao,

NQ Mobile by virtue of their positions
Defendants Lin, Ji, Shi,
business and/or

Zhang, Zhao,

as

a

Zhou and Han each

control persons of

director and/or senior officer of

Zhou and Han each had

personal relationships

were

a

NQ Mobile.

series of direct and/or indirect

with other directors and/or officers and/or

major

shareholders of NQ Mobile, NQ Mobile controlled Defendants Lin, Ji, Shi, Zhang, Zhao, Zhou
and Han.
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Defendants each

99.
Act

alleged in the prior

the

Registration

IPO to be

were

culpable participants

Count above, based

Statement and

Filed 10/30/13

on

their
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in the violations of

having signed

having otherwise participated

or

§11 of the 1933

authorized the

of

signing

in the process which allowed the

successfully completed.
COUNT IV
For Violations of Section 10(b) And Rule 10b-5 Promulgated Thereunder
(Against NO Mobile and Lin, Ji, Shi, Khan and Xu)

Plaintiff repeats and

87.

realleges each and

every

allegation contained above

as

if

fully set forth herein.
This Count is asserted

88.
upon Section

thereunder

of the

During

in concert,

Exchange Act,

15 U.S.C.

78j(b),

Khan and Xu is based

and Rule 10b-5

promulgated

by the SEC.

89.

which

10(b)

against NQ Mobile, Lin, Ji, Shi,

directly

they

knew

or

the Class

Period, NQ Mobile, Lin, Ji, Shi, Khan and Xu, individually

indirectly, disseminated

or

or

approved the

deliberately disregarded

misrepresentations and failed to

were

false statements

misleading

10b-5 in that

specified above,
they

contained

disclose material facts necessary in order to make the statements

made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made,
90.

in that

and

NQ Mobile, Lin, Ji, Shi,

Khan and Xu violated

not

misleading.

§10(b)

of the 1934 Act and Rule

they:

employed devices,

schemes and artifices to

defraud;

made untrue statements of material facts or omitted to state material facts
necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances
under which they were made, not misleading; or

practices and a course of business that operated as a fraud or
deceit upon plaintiff and others similarly situated in connection with their
purchases of NQ Mobile ADSs during the Class Period.

engaged

in acts,

28
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the

public

materially

documents and statements issued
false and

disseminated to the
in the issuance

or

misleading; knew that such

by virtue

over, and/or

materially misleading statements,
confidential

to

fraudulent scheme

of their

knowledge

or

name

of NQ Mobile

or

documents

or

primary violations

as

or

acquiesced
of the

receipt of information reflecting the true

facts

allegedly

Company which made them

concerning NQ Mobile, participated

information

proprietary

were

documents would be issued

and/or their associations with the

in the

alleged herein.
the senior officers of the

are

of the material omissions and/or the

disregard

the statements made

for the truth when

by them

or

other

they

Company, had actual

of the material statements set forth

falsity

and intended to deceive Plaintiff and the other members of the

with reckless

they knew that

and/or modification of NQ Mobile's

receipt

Lin, Ji, Shi, Khan and Xu, who

92.

statements

dissemination of such statements

NQ Mobile, their control

privy

29 of 35

investing public; and knowingly and substantially participated,

securities laws. These defendants
of

disseminated in the

or

Page

Xu acted with scienter in that

NQ Mobile, Lin, Ji, Shi, Khan and

91.

Filed 10/30/13

Class,

or, in the

above,

alternative, acted

failed to ascertain and disclose the true facts in

NQ Mobile personnel

to members of the

investing public,

including Plaintiff and the Class.
As

93.

inflated

a

result of the

during the Class Period.

foregoing,
In

the market

ignorance

of the

price

falsity

of NQ Mobile ADS

of the statements

Ji, Shi, Khan and Xu, Plaintiff and the other members of the
described above and/or the
Period in

purchasing NQ

integrity

of the market

Mobile ADS at

prices

that

were

Mobile, Lin, Ji, Shi, Khan and Xu's false and misleading

29

on

securities

artificially inflated

statements.

artificially

by NQ Mobile, Lin,

Class relied

price of NQ Mobile

was

the statements

during the

as a

Class

result of NQ
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Had Plaintiff and the other members of the Class been

94.

of NQ Mobile ADS had been

and Xu's

Filed 10/30/13

misleading

Ji, Shi, Khan and

artificially

statements and

Xu did not

disclose, they would

As

95.

a

result of the

the Class have suffered
96.

By

damages

reason

of the

or

an

not have

purchased NQ

Mobile, Lin,

Mobile ADS at the

Plaintiff and other members of

amount to be established at trial.

foregoing, NQ Mobile, Lin, Ji, Shi,

of the 1934 Act and Rule 10b-5

promulgated

10(b)

plaintiff

and the other members of the Class for substantial

purchase

Khan

at all.

Section

connection with their

that the market price

adverse information which NQ

wrongful conduct alleged herein,
in

aware

30 of 35

falsely inflated by NQ Mobile, Lin, Ji, Shi,

and

by the material

artificially inflated prices that they did,

Page

of NQ Mobile ADS

during the

Khan and Xu have violated

thereunder and

liable to the

are

damages which they suffered

in

Class Period.

COUNT V

of the Exchange Act
(Against Lin, Ji, Shi, Khan and Xu)

Violations of Section

97.

Plaintiff repeats and

foregoing paragraphs as
98.

During the

Class

allegation contained

in the

Period, Defendants Lin, Ji, Shi, Khan and Xu participated in the

and management of NQ

indirectly,

in the conduct of

knew the adverse

each and every

realleges

if fully set forth herein.

operation

they

20(a)

Mobile, and conducted and participated, directly and

NQ Mobile's business affairs.

non-public

information about

Because of their senior

NQ Mobile's misstatement

positions,

of income and

expenses and false financial statements.
99.

As officers and/or directors of

Shi, Khan and Xu had a duty to disseminate

a

publicly

owned company, Defendants

accurate and truthful information with

30

Lin, Ji,

respect

to

NQ
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Mobile's financial condition and results of

Because of their

and to correct

operations,

positions

of control and

authority

Lin, Ji, Shi, Khan and Xu were able to, and did, control the
releases and

Period

public filings

concerning NQ

Lin, Ji, Shi, Khan and
the

wrongful

Page
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promptly

any

public

by NQ Mobile which had become materially false or misleading.

statements issued

100.

Filed 10/30/13

acts

Mobile's results of operations.
Xu exercised their power and

officers, Defendants

senior

contents of the various

which NQ Mobile disseminated in the

complained

"controlling persons"

as

marketplace during

Throughout the Class Period,

authority to

cause

NQ Mobile

of herein. Defendants Lin, Ji, Shi, Khan and Xu

of NQ Mobile within the

In this

capacity, they participated

market

price

reports, press

meaning

of Section

in the unlawful conduct

alleged

20(a)

which

of the

the Class

Defendants

to engage in

therefore,

were

Exchange

Act.

artificially inflated

the

of NQ Mobile.

101.

By

reason

of the above

conduct, Defendants Lin, Ji, Shi, Khan and

Xu

are

liable

pursuant to Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act for the violations committed by NQ Mobile.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against defendants
A.

Determining that the instant action

as

follows:

may be maintained

Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and

certifying

as a

class action under

Plaintiff

as

the Class

representative;
B.
reason

Requiring

defendants to pay

of the acts and transactions
C.

alleged herein;

Awarding Plaintiff and the other members of the

judgment interest,
D.

damages sustained by Plaintiff and the Class by

as

well

as

their reasonable

Class

prejudgment

and post-

attorneys' fees, expert fees and other costs; and

Awarding such other and further relief as this

31

Court may deem just and proper.
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DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY

Plaintiff hereby demands

a

trial

by jury.

Dated: October 30, 2013

Respectfully submitted,
POMERANTZ GROSSMAN HUFFORD
DAHLSTROM & GROSS LLP

Jere
A. Lieberman
Les e F. Portnoy
600 T ird Avenue 20th Floor
New ork, New York 10016

Telephone: (212) 661-1100
Facsimile: (212) 661-8665
POMERANTZ GROSSMAN HUFFORD
DAHLSTROM & GROSS LLP
Patrick V. Dahlstrom
10 South LaSalle Street, Suite 3505
Chicago, Illinois 60603
Telephone: (312) 377-1181
Facsimile: (312) 377-1184

Attorneysfor Plaintiff
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Certification of Plaintiff
Pursuant to Federal Securities Laws
I, Lew Hiller, make this declaration pursuant to Section 1.01 of the Private

1.

Securities

Litigation Reform Act of 1995
Exchange .Act of 1934.

as

required by Section

21D

(a) (2)

of Title T. of

the Securities
2.
authorize

I have reviewed
a

filing

of a

I did not

3.

counsel
Securities

or

Complaint against NQ Mobile
comparable complaint on my behalf.
a

Inc.

("NQ Mobile"),

and.

purchase my NQ Mobile securities at the direction of plaintiffs'
participate in any private action arising under Title I of the

in order to

Exchange Act of 1934.

4.

I

willing to serve as a representative party on behalf of a class as set forth
in the Complaint, including providing testimony at deposition and trial, if
necessary. I
understand that the Court has the authority to select the most adequate lead plaintiff in
am

this action.

5.

To the best of my current knowledge, the attached sheet lists all of
my
and sales in NQ Mobile securities during the Class Period as specified in the

purchases
Complaint.

6.
During the three-year period preceding the date on which this certification is
I
not sought to serve as a representative party on behalf of a class under the
have
signed,
federal securities laws, except as follows:
7.
I agree not to accept any payment for serving as a representative party on
behalf of the class as set forth in the Complaint, beyond my pro rata share of
any
recovery, except such reasonable costs and expenses (including lost wages) directly

relating to the representation

of the class

as

The matters stated in this declaration
8.
information and belief

ordered
are

or

approved by the Court.

true to the best of my current

knowledge,

Case 1:13-cv-07713-UA

I declare under

Executed

z/f,

penalty

Document 1

of perjury that the
f,

(.2 --"i\,,,)---0<4.

1

s

..i...9,

1,

cs.)`

(Date)
(City, State)

t

1,

Page

foregoing is true and correct.
-(2,'S.).),

at
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se-1/4?/—

Ar

4

(Signti ure)

I-LW

11/21Z, 1::7-,

(Type or Print Name)

N
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Hiller,

Lew

LIST OF PURCHASES AND SALES

PURCHASE
DATE

01/04/2012
01/04/2012
01/04/2012
03/21/2012
04/26/2012
04/30/2012
05/02/2012
12/10/2012
12/10/2012
12/10/2012
03/05/2013
03/13/2013

OR SALE
PUR

PUR
PUR
PUR
PUR

PUR
PUR
SLD

SLD
SLD
PUR
SLD

NUMBER OF
SHS/UTS
100
100
300
100
200
104
96
100

100
800
250

250

PRICE PER
SH/UT

$6.3300
$6.3300
$6.3300
$10.1500
$11.3500
$11.4900
$11.5200
$5.5600
$5.5700
$5.5600
$8.2400
$9.3500

hiller

